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Sammy, Davis and Junior - our cats
The new year 2020 is now a few days old. Let's take a quick look back in 2019 to see what has happened
in the apartments.

What was going on in our apartments in 2019 ...
Sammy, Davis, Junior our small, furry "employees" have settled in well and take very careful care of our
guests and are a popular photo motif too.
As always, we started with painting, renovating, checking everything, cleaning everything thoroughly at the
beginning of 2019. So to make the apartments fit for the new year.
Apartment F21 / 18 got a new, large fridge and another kitchen cupboard for more storage space. There
are now also new curtains in the bedroom.
Many cozy chairs from Leder Appel have found their way into apartments 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, F21 / 17. And in
Apartment F21 / 7 they brought us a wonderful new couch.
Apartment F21 / 17 also received a small kitchen update in the form of a new stove.

Probably the most visible change that came along with a corresponding construction site is at Ferchergasse
19. We have new apartment doors, fire doors, in friendly white, so that the whole house now looks much
brighter.

More choice in Vienna experiences
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We are now also working with Get Local. If you already know the sights of Vienna or you would like to
get to know many more sides of Vienna, then our partner Get Local is at your disposal. Here you can find
and book your special experiences. It's worth it because many offers can only be booked exclusively for
GetLocal visitors. In addition, the offers are constantly being expanded.
Get Local ideally complements our existing partnerships with Vienna Sightseeing and Wien Ticket.
Vienna Sightseeing is a sightseeing tour operator for Vienna and the surrounding area. Discover the sights
of Vienna such as Schönbrunn, old town, ferris wheel and much more. Their hop on hop off tours take you
through the whole city. If you want to explore even more, the tours around Vienna are ideal for you. Get to
know the Wachau, for example, enjoy a trip on the Danube, experience a day in Salzburg or spend your
day in Hungary in the capital Budapest.
Do you need a ticket for an event in Vienna? Would you like to attend a concert? An opera performance?
Or would you prefer to go to the theater? Then the huge selection of our partner Wien Ticket is available.
Here you will find something for every taste.

2020 preview

new chairs in the apartment
But now to our first plans for 2020.
As always, we start with coloring, renovating, checking, cleaning thoroughly the apartments and thinking
about what we will do this year.
Already agreed on is that we will redesign apartment F21 / 18. A new couch has been chosen, we have
already considered new armchairs and many more things are in planning phase.
We selected the new couch for apartment R02 and it will come to us soon.
The Flexipass will be available from 2020 on. In addition to the popular Viennapass, you can now also get
the Flexipass from us.
With the Flexipass you have a ticket that grants you admission to 3, 4 or 5 sights and museums. You can
choose from over 30 sights and sightseeing offers from which you can put together your program.
Attractions and offers include, for example, a 24-hour ticket for the HOP ON HOP OFF buses from
Vienna Sightseeing Tours, admission to the Schönbrunn Zoo or the Leopold Museum and the mumok in
the Vienna MuseumsQuartier.
your advantages
Up to 30% savings compared to the normal entrance fee
Priority admission to many attractions
Valid 30 days from the first use
These are the plans for now. But you already know us, we will for sure come up with many more things we
can implement during the year. So be curious or the best, just see it by yorself. We look forward to
welcoming you as a guest in 2020.
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